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ThinkPad Stack
Bluetooth Speaker
Power Bank
Router & 1 TB Hard Drive
Projector
Professional Kit

Functionality. Operability. Portability.
ThinkPad Stack - It combines all the functional components in the
most compact format. Provides true flexibility and superior
mobility to your daily life with VoIP conferencing, WiFi router,
extended storage, battery, projector and more.

ThinkPad Stack Wireless Router/1 TB Hard Drive Kit
(4XH0H34184)
• 1 TB high-capacity storage
• Enjoy an instant information backup through
high-speed USB 3.0 port
• Configured 2.4 GHz/5 GHz and 3G/4G dongle
support delivers ultimate connectivity
ThinkPad Stack 10,000 mAh Power Bank
(4XV0H34181)
• 10,000 mAh high-capacity battery
• Pogo interface to connect the modules
• Dual USB charging ability provides highly efficient
fast charging of two USB devices at once
• Charge up to 4 other stacks when stacked

ThinkPad Stack Bluetooth Speaker (4XD0H34183)
• Bluetooth 4.0 pairing
• Embedded Lithium Battery for 8 hours playback
• Noise reducing technology, D notes solution to
provide the premium sounds
• Pogo interface to connect the modules

ThinkPad Stack USB 3.0 1 TB Hard Drive
(4XB0M39098)
• 1 TB high-capacity storage
• High-speed data transfer via USB 3.0 port
• Pogo interface to connect to the modules for
power and data throughout the stack

ThinkPad Stack Mobile Projector (40AB0065XX)
• Smart, pocket-sized projector essential for mobile
professionals
• Display presentations and videos in vibrant 720p
resolution and 150 lumens
• Access and display files from your external HDD
1 TB high-capacity storage
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For more ThinkPad Stacks compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Docking
Mechanical
Wireless
USB Type-C
USB 3.0

The Pinnacle of Productivity
The Lenovo Docks provide a seamless transition between
a mobile and a desktop work environment. A dock brings all
your accessories together, connects to your monitor(s),
charges your system and much more...

ThinkPad Workstation Dock - 230W (40A50230XX)
The completely re-designed and supercharged ThinkPad
Workstation Dock with ThinkPad 230W AC Adapter
included enhances your work capability with multiple
connectivity options, including HDMI 1.4 and
DisplayPort 1.2 to support multiple monitors.

Dock Your ThinkPad with a
Single Cable
Connect to your ThinkPad with a single cable. As you return to
your desk, connect instantly to your desktop devices such as
keyboard, mouse, etc. A simple and smart way to expand.
ThinkPad Thunderbolt Dock (40AC0135XX)
With just one cable from the dock, helps connect to
power, video, USB and LAN ports to your ThinkPad
all at once. Expand functionality instantly by
enhanced connectivity.

ThinkPad Ultra Dock 170W (40A20170XX)

ThinkPad USB-C Dock (40A90090XX)

With the horsepower to drive mobile workstations, the
completely re-designed and supercharged ThinkPad Ultra
Dock with ThinkPad 170W AC Adapter included grows
capability without growing in size.

The ThinkPad USB-C Dock is a new universal docking
solution ensuring a productive workplace. Experience
all your productivity needs including video, data, and
wired network all while delivering continuous power
to your laptop via a robust USB-C port.

ThinkPad Pro Dock – 90W (40A10090XX)
Completely re-designed for a new generation of
ThinkPads, snap into the ThinkPad Pro Dock with ThinkPad
AC Adapter included and get connected to power, your
LAN/Internet and workplace accessories such as up two
external displays, keyboard, mouse and printer so you can
get more done faster.

ThinkPad Basic Dock – 90W (40A00090XX)
Designed for a new generation of ThinkPads, snap into the
ThinkPad Basic Dock with ThinkPad AC Adapter included
and get connected to power, your LAN/Internet and
workplace accessories.

ThinkPad WiGig Dock (40A60045XX)
Totally wireless, ultra-high-speed docking for your laptop.
With ThinkPad WiGig Dock, simply place a WiGig-enabled
laptop near the dock and it connects to all your peripherals
effortlessly and instantly without any cable! WiGig
technology transfers data up to 10 times faster than WiFi.
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ThinkPad USB 3.0 Basic Dock (40AA0045XX)
The ThinkPad USB 3.0 Basic Dock delivers great
performance with its fast USB 3.0 ports and is
designed for Lenovo ThinkPad laptops.

ThinkPad USB 3.0 Ultra Dock (40A80045XX)
A universal USB docking solution that not only delivers
a premium display experience (up to 4K2K resolution
via DisplayPort), but also provides quick and easy
connection to all the workspace peripherals you use
every day.

ThinkPad USB 3.0 Pro Dock (40A70045XX)
Delivers a professional universal USB docking solution
with fast USB 3.0 ports and digital video ports for
quick and easy connection to all your accessories.

For more Docks compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Cases & Bags
Backpack | Totes |
Topload | Messenger |
Roller Case | Sleeve |
Specialty Case

Don't Just Bring a Bag,
Make a Statement
Lenovo Cases & Bags are not just very handy and give you space
for all you need, they are also stylish and protect your belongings
against the elements.

ThinkPad Executive Leather Tote/Case
(4X40G07025/4X40E77322)

For a Professional and Active Lifestyle, the ThinkPad
Active Backpack is professional enough for the office
and sporty enough for your busy lifestyle. Made
with super lightweight, water-resistant and
tear-resistant Nylon.

ThinkPad Essential Topload (4X40E77328)
Specifically designed for the budget-conscious
customer who values a functional and lightweight
case, the Essential Backpack offers
uncompromising quality.

ThinkPad Essential Backpack (4X40E77329)

The ThinkPad Executive Leather Tote/Case provide
style and functionality in a high-quality leather. This
line offers a new, modernized leather tote and
briefcase with the corporate executive in mind.

This backpack boasts a protective laptop
compartment for your ThinkPad, ergonomic shoulder
straps, hidden security pocket to safeguard valuables,
and plenty of storage space for your power supply and
other personal items.

ThinkPad Professional Roller (4X40E77327)

Lenovo Performance Backpack/Lenovo Messenger
Max (41U5254/41U5253)

The unique "sling" design cradles your ThinkPad
notebook for superior protection. The ideal overnight
roller that fits every overhead locker.

ThinkPad Professional Topload Case (4X40E77323)
The unique "sling" design cradles your ThinkPad
laptop for superior protection. Keep your laptop,
notebook, power adapter and other necessities
handy and organized.

ThinkPad Professional Slim Topload Case
(4X40E77325)
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ThinkPad Active Backpack Medium (4X40L45611)

Carry your laptop, papers, books, and other items in
the Lenovo Performance Backpack or Messenger Max.
These lightweight cases provide comfortable use and
laptop protection as you travel to school or work.

ThinkPad X1 Ultra Sleeve (4X40K41705)
The ThinkPad X1 Ultra Sleeve is the perfect companion
accessory to enhance the X1 experience. This sleek
design allows you to safely transport your X1 Carbon
or X1 Yoga. Composed of premium materials, it offers a
soft-touch interior and an easy-to-open magnetic flap
for quick X1 storage.
ThinkPad Sleeve (12"/13"/14"/15") (4X40N18007/
4X40N18008/4X40N18009/4X40N18010)

The superior design cradles your ThinkPad laptop
for superior protection. A convenient trolley strap
attaches the case to rolling luggage for easy travel.

The ThinkPad Sleeve family is designed to fit the most
recent generation of ThinkPad laptops perfectly. These
fitted sleeves help to protect your notebook from dust,
shocks, scrapes, and scratches while featuring a
convenient carrying handle.

ThinkPad Professional Backpack (4X40E77324)

ThinkPad 11.6" Work-In Case (Gen 2) (4X40L56488)

As an extension of the ThinkPad laptop design, the
sleek, aesthetic and modern Professional Backpack
offers durable materials and intelligently designed
organization. Special features include a hidden
security pocket in the back panel.

Ruggedized protector for Chromebook/Windows
devices. Ideal for on-the-go users and students.
Whether going to school or work, the need is a rugged,
no fuss, work-in bag that provides immediate access
to our devices and accessories.

For more Cases & Bags compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Keyboards & Mice
Keyboards
Keyboard & Mouse Combos
Mice | Numeric Keyboards
Remote Controllers
TrackPoint Caps

Productivity and more
Whether typing your latest letter or looking for the largest number
in a spreadsheet, with Lenovo's Keyboards & Mice solutions it will
become easier and faster. These accessories will make it better,
more ergonomical and faster even for the most complicated
activities you can imagine.
Lenovo Professional Wireless Keyboard and Mouse
Combo (4X30H567XX)

The ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse is the perfect
companion accessory to ehance the X1 experience.
This thin & light dual mode travel mouse can be
conveniently stowed in a pocket or bag while you are
on-the-go.

ThinkPad Laser Bluetooth Mouse (0A36407)
The portable, ambidextrous ThinkPad Bluetooth Laser
Mouse is perfect for anyone looking for a compact
mouse to use every day and while on-the-go with their
Bluetooth-enabled desktop or laptop system.

Lenovo Laser Wireless Mouse (0A36188)

This sleek and stylish full-size keyboard and mouse
combo offers exceptional quality in a modern wireless
solution. The slim 3-zone keyboard with number pad
has responsive quiet keys and a premium typing
experience.

The portable, ambidextrous Lenovo Wireless Laser
Mouse is perfect for anyone looking for a compact
mouse to use every day and while on-the-go. Scroll
through documents, spreadsheets and more with
increased accuracy and control with its high-definition
laser sensor.

Lenovo Essential Wireless Keyboard and Mouse
Combo (4X30M394XX)

Lenovo Professional Wireless Laser Mouse
(4X30H56886)

This sleek and stylish keyboard and mouse increase
productivity while providing wireless convenience.
The slim 2.5 zone keyboard has a responsive key
feeling and premium typing experience.

The Professional Wireless Laser Mouse is an ergonomic
full-size mouse that provides comfort and support for
all-day use. Complete tasks with ease using the precise
1600 dpi laser sensor and 4-way scroll wheel.

Lenovo Essential Wired Keyboard and Mouse Combo
(4X30L798XX)

ThinkPad Precision Wireless Mouse (0B47163)

The Lenovo Essential Wired Combo keeps things
uncomplicated. This durable keyboard and mouse
plugs into any USB port with wired reliability
you can count on.

Lenovo Professional Wireless Keyboard
(4X30H568XX)
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ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse (4X30K40903)

The new and stylish ThinkPad Precision Wireless
Mouse is the perfect mouse choice to accompany your
system and other accessories. Specifically, the
ThinkPad Precision Wireless Mouse was designed to
match the new ThinkPad laptops and ThinkPad
OneLink docks.

ThinkPad USB Numeric Keypad (33L3225)

The Lenovo Professional Wireless Keyboard offers
exceptional quality in a full-size traditional layout with
number pad. The slim modern design has responsive
keys and a premium typing experience.

The USB Numeric Keypad is a 17-key number pad
for use with the Lenovo ThinkPad or other notebook
computers. USB is an interface technology which
lets you connect the keypad any time and use
it immediately.

ThinkPad Compact Bluetooth Keyboard with
TrackPoint (0B47189)

ThinkPad TrackPoint
(0A33908/4XH0L55146/4XH0L17056)

A legendary, award-winning, full-size slim keyboard in
a Bluetooth version. This new island-style keyboard is
mirroring the same design of the keyboard on our
ThinkPad systems.

The same TrackPoint Low profile cap allows you to
replace original ThinkPad TrackPoint Low profile cap
if worn out on your ThinkPad. The soft dome cap has
a soft feel with rubber dots for a good grip.

For more Keyboards & Mice compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Audio

Computer
Locks

Headphones
Headsets
Speakers

The Sound of Class

Don't Wait Until it is Too Late

Increase your ThinkPad experience with the latest in sound
technology. Increasing productivity while mobile and adding a
touch of class with its edgy design.

Billions are lost every year in laptops, desktops, licenses and private
data because one simple thing is missing: a lock. Lenovo's locks are
easy to install and deter bad things from happening to your
belongings.

MicroSaver DS 2.0 Single Head Lock (4XE0N80914)
Lenovo On-Ear/In-Ear/Over-the-Ear Headphones
(4XD0J65078/4XD0J65079/4XD0J65080)
The Lenovo Headphones provide great sound and fits
every ear. The headphones provide excellent sound
from your Think system’s 3.5 mm audio jack. The inline
controls work with the majority of smart phones so
you can stay connected while on-the-go.

Engineered to be the smallest, strongest lock for
laptops and other devices, the MicroSaver DS 2.0
represents the next generation of laptop security.
The MicroSaver DS 2.0 was developed using strict
specifications, patented technologies, and
tested rigorously.

Combination Lock (4XE0G97138)
ThinkPad X1 In-Ear Headphone (4XD0K74703)
Premium personal audio designed to complement the
X1 family of systems. These Dual Driver headphones
deliver clarity and bass creating a rich, emotional audio
experience with your X1.

Lenovo Stereo USB Headset or Lenovo Mono USB
Headset (4XD0K25031/4XD0K25029)
Headsets in the office are a key part of the modern
workday. VoIP calls are quickly replacing traditional
phone service and saving companies on big
telecom costs.

Lenovo Stereo Analog Headsets/Lenovo Mono
Analog Headsets (4XD0K25030/4XD0K25028)
Lenovo headsets are optimized for VoIP
communications, with flexible connectivity and
excellent ergonomics, it’s not just a headset; it’s a
complete communication device.

Lenovo USB Soundbar (0A36190)
The Lenovo USB Soundbar allows you to add stereo
sound to your compatible Lenovo monitor without
having to sacrifice valuable desk space. An excellent
choice for adding stereo sound to events that
require audio.
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For more Audio options compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com

The Kensington Combination Cable Lock from Lenovo
allows users to manage physical security of their
laptops or Chromebooks, desktops, monitors, docks
or other compatible devices in offices, schools or
while traveling.

MicroSaver DS 2.0 Twin Head Lock (4XE0N80915)
It locks two devices with the same cable lock.
Engineered to be the smallest, strongest lock for your
desktop, laptop, monitor and other devices.

MiniSaver Lock (4X90H35558)
The Kensington MiniSaver cable lock from Lenovo
allows you to obtain physical security for your X1
Tablets. With the revolutionary design and compact
size, it provides maximum security.

MicroSaver DS 2.0 MasterKey Locks
(Single and Twin Head Locks)
MasterKey solutions give full control to the IT Manager.
A single administrator key opens the locks for all
secured devices, with the choice either to allow or
deny access to employees.

For more Computer Locks compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Cables &
Adapters

Lenovo DisplayPort to HDMI Adapter
(0B47395)
Compliant with the DisplayPort 1.2
standard with a bandwidth of
2.25 Gbps, enables
connectivity of ThinkCentre
Tiny PC with any monitor with
HDMI interface.

Cables & Adapters for
Every Situation
It has happened to the best of us. Your big presentation is ready
to go – except for the missing cable or adapter you need to show
off your work. All that work, travel and expense wasted...
Lenovo's Cables & Adapters come to the rescue.
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USB
Type-C

Lenovo USB-C to HDMI Adapter
(4X90K86567)
Allows ThinkPad X1 Tablet
users to easily connect to
an HDMI monitor/projector
and charge the system at the
USB
same time.
Type-C

Lenovo USB-C to VGA Adapter
(4X90K86568)
Easily connect to a VGA
monitor/projector. Able to
charge system at the same
time VGA display is connected.

Lenovo DVI Cable (0B47071)

Lenovo USB-C to DisplayPort Adapter
(4X90L66916)
A quick and easy way to
connect your USB-C enabled
system to DisplayPort enabled
monitors and projectors.

Lenovo VGA Cable (0.5 meters)
(0B47397)
Uniquely sized to be the
perfect fit for connecting your
desktop and monitor when
mounted close together.

Lenovo USB-C-Ethernet Adapter
(4X90L66917)
A quick and easy way
to connect your USB-C
enabled system to
Ethernet connections.

Lenovo DisplayPort to Dual
DisplayPort Adapter (0B47092)
DisplayPort can be connected
to two identical monitors
with one DisplayPort to Dual
DisplayPort Adapter.

Featuring two male DVI-D connectors
and provides a stable, reliable all
digital connection between the
high resolution monitor & high-end
sophisticated video devices.

Compact 20 cm adapter,
convenient for travel,
connects your ThinkPad
Yoga to VGA monitor
anytime and anywhere.

Lenovo Universal USB 3.0 to VGA/HDMI
Adapter (4X90H20061)
Turns a USB 3.0 port into a
DisplayPort offering compact
multi-monitor solution across
both VGA and HDMI
technology without an
additional graphics card.

ThinkPad USB 3.0 Ethernet Adapter
(4X90E51405)
Enables Ethernet on systems
which do not have Ethernet,
through system's USB port.
The adapter’s small form
factor allows easier portability.

Lenovo Universal USB 3.0 to
DisplayPort Adapter (4X90J31021)
Delivers combined video and
audio over a single USB port
to a DisplayPort display
output. Provides resolutions at
high speeds all the way to 4K.

Lenovo Micro HDMI to VGA Adapter
(4X90H55731)
Converts a micro HDMI video
output to standard VGA.
Small form factor with less
than 20 cm cable length also
makes it convenient for travel.

DisplayPort VGA Conversion Adapter
(57Y4393)

ThinkPad OneLink to OneLink+
Conversion Adapter (4X90J40422)

Connects a VGA analog
monitor to a DisplayPort
source device.

Connect a ThinkPad equipped
with OneLink connector to
the ThinkPad OneLine+ dock.

Lenovo Mini DisplayPort to Single Link
DVI Adapter (0B47090)
Compact 20 cm adapter
enables connectivity of
Lenovo ThinkPads with any
monitor with DVI interface.

Lenovo Mini DisplayPort to
HDMI Adapter (0B47089)
Conforms to VESA DisplayPort
Dual mode adapter Type-2
standard. The input is
compatible with
DisplayPort 1.2 and HDMI.

Mini DisplayPort to VGA Conversion
Adapter (0A36536)
Lenovo USB-C Travel Hub
(4X90M60789)
Easily connect to an external
display, wired network, and
a USB 3.0 device via a
single USB-C port.

ThinkPad Mini HDMI to VGA Adapter
(4X90F33442)

Provides seamless
interoperability with existing
analog projectors
and displays.

Lenovo DisplayPort Cable
(0.5 meters) (0B47396)
Supports a maximum bandwidth
of 21.6 Gbps, Lenovo
DisplayPort to DisplayPort 1.2
standards and multiple
monitor support over a
single connector.

Lenovo USB 3.0 to DVI/VGA Monitor
Adapter (0B47072)
Provides a quick and easy way
to attach an analog or digital
monitor helping increase
productivity through the use
of multiple monitors.

Lenovo Mini DisplayPort to
DisplayPort Adapter (4X90L13971)
Delivers combined video and
audio to devices with
DisplayPort such as monitors
and projectors with support
up to 4K resolution.

DisplayPort DVI-D Conversion Cable
(45J7915)
Easily connect a DVI-D digital
monitor to a DisplayPort
source device. Does not
support attachment of a
DVI-I to VGA monitor adapter.

Lenovo Mini DisplayPort to
DisplayPort Cable (0B47091)
Connects to Mini DisplayPort
enabled ThinkPad Classics to
a DisplayPort – equipped
ThinkVision monitors or high
definition TVs.

Lenovo HDMI Cable (0B47070)
Cable with a high bandwidth of
340 MHz / 10.2 Gbps. A high
quality cable that offers crisp
clear video/audio connectivity
and supports full 1080p+
resolutions at 120 Hz.

Lenovo HDMI to VGA Monitor Adapter
(0B47069)
Compact 20 cm Adapter
enables interoperability of
ThinkPad systems with
commercial analog projectors
and displays.

Lenovo DisplayPort Cable (0A36537)
Conforms to DisplayPort 1.2
specification, and offers a
royalty free full digital
audio video support in the
same cable.

For more Cables & Adapters compatible
to your system, please refer to
www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Tablet
Accessories

The Best Tablet with the
Best Accessories
Combine power with power and create something amazingly
strong. The best tablet available with accessories that create a
work and play environment seen never-before on a tablet.

ThinkPad X1 Tablet Productivity Module
(4X50L08495)
•
•
•
•

Full HDMI Interface
OneLink+ Port
USB 3.0 Type-A
2-Cell battery for additional 5 hours of battery life

ThinkPad X1 Tablet Thin Keyboard offers the best
2-in-1 business solution for X1 tablet users. It is a thin
mechanical, full QWERTY keyboard and enable better
productivity for tablet users.

ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse (4X30K40903)
The ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse is the perfect
companion accessory to enhance the X1 experience.
This thin & light dual mode travel mouse can be
conveniently stowed in a pocket or bag while you are
on-the-go.

ThinkPad X1 Tablet Presenter Module (4XH0L55005)

ThinkPad X1 In-Ear Headphone (4XD0K74703)

•
•
•
•

Premium personal audio designed to complement
the X1 family of systems. These Dual Driver
headphones deliver clarity and bass, creating a rich,
emotional audio experience with your X1.
These headphones add a fashionable touch to the
X1-great sound/amazing styling.

Pico Projector
Max. Brightness:ANSI 28~32 lumens @ 2.5W
Projector Resolution: 854 x 480, WVGA (16:9)
Battery life: Adds 2 hours the modules

ThinkPad X1 Tablet Sleeve (4X40M57117)
Keep your X1 Tablet safe, stylish and ready for
anything. The ThinkPad X1 Tablet Sleeve is sleek,
lightweight, and protective. With a hard shell structure
and soft-touch interior lining, this sleeve is ideal for
carrying your X1 Tablet inside or outside the office.

ThinkPad X1 Tablet Protector Case (4X40L13914)
The ThinkPad X1 Tablet Protector Case is a highly
protective case custom-fit for the ThinkPad X1 Tablet.
This case is 810G MIL-SPEC, IP 54 rated, and delivers
full tablet functionality – access to keyboard, docking,
ports, kickstand, hand and shoulder straps and more.

Lenovo ThinkPad Pen Pro (4X80H34887)
The Lenovo ThinkPad Pen Pro X1 is an ideal input
solution giving users 2048 levels of pressure for
precise content creation. Users will also enjoy easy
access to right and left click buttons built into the
shaft of the pen that provide additional tools for
data interaction.
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ThinkPad X1 Tablet Thin Keyboard G2 - Black/Red/
Silver (4X30N740XX/4X30N740XX/4X30N741XX)

Lenovo USB-C 45W AC Adapter (4X20M26252)
The Lenovo USB-C 45W AC Adapter is your perfect
travel companion for ThinkPad X1 Tablet system. It is a
USB-C interface wall charger, It's the perfect choice for
your ThinkPad X1 Tablet.

Lenovo Anti-Glare Filter for X1 Tablet (4XJ0L59646)
Lenovo X1 Tablet Anti-Glare Filters from Lenovo helps
protect the Tablet Display from scratches and scuffs.
The product features advanced anti-glare properties
that improve viewing in high brightness environments.

MiniSaver Cable Lock from Lenovo (4X90H35558)
The MiniSaver Cable Lock from Lenovo allows users
to obtain physical security of their tablets, Ultrabooks,
laptops, desktops, monitors, docks or other compatible
devices.

For more Tablet Accessories compatible to your tablet, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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X1 ACCESSORIES

ThinkPad X1 Accessories
ThinkPad X1 accessories are the perfect companion to expand the
ThinkPad user experience. Optimized for travel, they offer portable
productivity whether presenting at a meeting or catching your next
flight. Thin, light, tough accessories.

ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse (4X30K40903)

Lenovo Privacy Filter for X1 Yoga (4XJ0L59637)

The ThinkPad X1 Wireless Touch Mouse is the perfect
companion accessory to enhance the X1 experience.
This thin & light dual mode travel mouse can be
conveniently stowed in a pocket or bag while you are
on-the-go.

Privacy, protection and reliable touch compatibility
from Lenovo Privacy Filters. Lenovo ThinkPad
Privacy Filters utilize microreplication technology to
create an excellent viewing experience on your high
resolution displays.

ThinkPad X1 In-Ear Headphone (4XD0K74703)
Premium personal audio designed to complement the
X1 family of systems. These Dual Driver headphones
deliver clarity and bass creating a rich, emotional audio
experience with your X1. Of course these headphones
add a fashionable touch to the X1-great sound with
amazing styling.

With just one cable from the dock, helps connect to
power, video, USB and LAN ports to your ThinkPad all
at once. Expand functionality instantly by enhanced
connectivity.

ThinkPad X1 Ultra Sleeve (4X40K41705)

ThinkPad USB-C Dock (40A90090XX)

The ThinkPad X1 Ultra Sleeve is the perfect companion
accessory to expand the X1 experience. This sleek
design allows you to safely transport your X1 Carbon
or X1 Yoga. Composed of premium materials, it offers a
soft-touch interior and an easy-to-open magnetic flap.

The ThinkPad USB-C Dock is a new universal docking
solution ensuring a productive workplace. Experience
all your productivity needs including video, data, and
wired network all while delivering continuous power to
your laptop via a robust USB-C port.

Lenovo 65W Standard AC Adapter (USB Type-C)
(4X20M26268)

MicroSaver DS 2.0 Single Head Lock (4XE0N80914)

Lenovo 65W USB Type-C AC Adapter is the ideal
alternative power backup for your X1 system, Keep
your system powered up wherever you go.
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ThinkPad Thunderbolt 3 Dock (40AC0135XX)

Engineered to be the smallest, strongest lock for
laptops and other devices, the MicroSaver DS 2.0
represents the next generation of laptop security.
The MicroSaver DS 2.0 was developed using strict
specifications, patented technologies.

For more X1 Accessories compatible to your X1 system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Monitor
Accessories
Computer Locks
Privacy & Protection
Stands, Arms & Mounts

Protect Your Screens and Keep
Visual Hackers in the Dark

Stands, Arms and Mounts
Lenovo Adjustable Height Arm (4XF0H70603)
This is the ultimate Lenovo Arm. Reduce neck and
back pain by positioning the monitor to the most
comfortable height and angle. Declutter your
workspace by getting the monitor up off the desk.
Perfect for any situation where the monitor needs to
easily adjust numerous times a day.

Help protect all your screens, and the information on them with
Lenovo Privacy Filters from 3M™. Lenovo Privacy Filters fade to
black starting at 30˚ angle of view. Filters provide effective, "black
out" privacy from side views outside the 60˚ viewing angle.

ThinkVision Monitor Model

Diagonal Screen Size

Part Number

T1714p

17"

0B95654

LT1913p

19"

0B95655

E2054*, T2054p*

19.5"( W9)
19.5" (W10)

4XJ0H15114
4XJOL59638

T2224d, T22i, TIO22

21.5"

4XJOH15115

T2254p

22"

4Z10E51377

T2324d, T23i

23"

4XJ0L59639

T24i, E24, P24q, P24h,
TIO24

23.8"

4XJ0L59641

P27h, P27u

27"

4XJ0L59640

Lenovo Adjustable Laptop Stand (4XF0H70605)
Lifts your laptop to eye level. Bending over your laptop
is a pain in the neck! The Lenovo Adjustable Height
Laptop Stand lifts your laptop up to a comfortable and
ergonomic viewing height. Also, use your laptop as the
primary screen or add a monitor and instantly have
dual screens.

Lenovo Fixed Height Arm (4XF0H70604)
Create more space by getting the monitor up off the
desk. Reduce neck and back pain by positioning the
monitor to the most comfortable height.

Lenovo Dual Platform Laptop and Monitor Stand
(4XF0L37598)
Integrates laptop, dock, and monitor, into one
convenient workspace. Raises the monitor up to
ergonomic viewing height. A Tiny-in-One can also be
attached to this stand.

Computer Locks
MicroSaver DS 2.0 Twin Head Lock (4XE0N80915)
It locks two devices with the same cable lock.
Engineered to be the smallest, strongest lock for
desktop, laptop, monitor and other devices.
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For more Privacy Filters compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Graphic
Cards

Batteries

Lenovo's Graphic Cards

Power Wherever You Go

Enhance your computing or gaming experience. More effects and
simulations and more life-like virtual reality (VR) experiences. Without
Lenovo's Graphic Cards it is not an experience, it is simply bland.

Ever been stuck without power? It normally happens to every one
at least once and normally at the most inopportune moment. There
is a simple remedy. Use Lenovo's batteries.

NVIDIA Quadro M5000 8 GB GDDR5 (DVI, DPx4)
by Lenovo (4X60K74299)
The NVIDIA Quadro M5000 Graphics Card is NVIDIA
next generation ultra-high-end graphics board,
providing outstanding performance and reliability.

ThinkPad Battery 61

ThinkPad Battery 71+

(4X50M08810)

(4X50K14089)

ThinkPad Battery 61+

ThinkPad Battery 78++

(4X50M08811)

(4X50K14092)

ThinkPad Battery 61++

ThinkPad Battery 77+

(4X50M08812)

(4X50K14091)

ThinkPad Battery 82

ThinkPad Battery 77

(4X50M33573)

(4X50K14090)

ThinkStation NVIDIA Quadro P5000 DPx4, DVI-Dx1
16 GB GDDR5 Graphics Card (4X60N04886)
Powered by NVIDIA Pascal graphics processing unit
(GPU) technology and 16 GB of GDDR5X memory,
It can handle larger models, more effects and
simulations and more life-like virtual reality (VR)
experiences.

NVIDIA Quadro M4000 8 GB GDDR5 DPx4 by
Lenovo (4X60K59926)
The Quadro M4000 graphics board helps create
impactful large scale display "spectacles" with 4K
resolutions. Also, allows for more design iterations
and more creative risks can be taken by having
faster renders.

NVIDIA Quadro K2200 4 GB DDR5 Dual-Link DVI-I,
two DP Graphics Card by Lenovo (4X60G69027)
This Graphics card is based on NVIDIA Maxwell
architecture, with 4 GB ultra-fast GDDR5 graphics
memory and supports up to four digital displays and
one CRT.

NVIDIA NVS810 4 GB D3 Mini DPx8 by Lenovo
(4X60K59924)
The world’s fastest and most power-efficient graphics
processing unit (GPU). It is the next generation
multi-display graphics board, offering a density of
eight mini VESA DisplayPort (output) connectors.
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For more Graphic Cards compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com

ThinkPad Battery 83
(4X50M33574)

For more Batteries compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Chargers
Chargers
Travel Chargers
Charging Carts

Memory
&
Storage

Power to All

The World Rolls in Data

It has happened to all of us. Right at the most inopportune moment,
you are left without power. Chargers from Lenovo will not let that
happen again. One for the office, one for at home and one for the road.

Expand the life of your computer by putting in some additional
memory or safely and securely transport and store data with
confidence. Or the safest way to transport data with the highest
level of security.

Lenovo 65W AC Travel Adapter with
USB Port (4X20M736XX)
The Lenovo 65W AC Travel Adapter with
USB Port is a sleek, mobile power adapter
that charges Lenovo (Round Tip) and
ThinkPad (Slim Tip) laptops while
on-the-go. It also offers a single USB port
that lets you quickly and conveniently charge
tablets and phones at the same time.
Lenovo 45W Standard AC Adapter
(USB Type-C) (4X20E75131)
The Lenovo USB-C 45W AC Adapter is
the perfect travel companion for
ThinkPad X1 Tablet system. It is a USB
Type-C interface wall charger, backed
by a one year Lenovo warranty. It's the
perfect choice for your ThinkPad X1
Tablet.

Lenovo 65W DC Travel Adapter
(0B47481)

ThinkPad UltraSlim USB DVD Burner (slim tip)
(4XA0E97775)

Power up your notebook when and
where you need it with a Lenovo 65W
DC Travel adapter. This Lenovo travel
adapter is ideal for travelers who need
convenient access to power while
on-the-go.

A small external portable DVD and CD recordable drive
that can be attached to laptops with USB 2.0 port or
USB 3.0 port.

ThinkPad 90W AC Adapter (Slim Tip)
(0B46994)
Keep a spare ThinkPad 90W AC Adapter
at hand to ensure your ThinkPad has a
consistent flow of power. Keep one
adapter in the office, one at home and
another in your carrying case for
immediate, convenient access to power.

Lenovo 16 GB PC3-12800 DDR3L-1600 MHz SODIMM
Memory (4X70J32868)
Need increased performance from your system? Add
more memory. The 16 GB DDR3 1600 MHz DIMM will
upgrade your system’s performance and enhance its
ability to run more programs simultaneously.

Lenovo Secure 8 TB DT (4XB0M13805)
Lenovo 65W Standard AC Adapter
(USB Type-C) (4X20M26268)
The Lenovo 65W USB-C AC Adapter is
ideal for keeping a second adapter at
your office or home.

ThinkPad 170W AC Adapter (Slim Tip)
(4X20E50574)
The ThinkPad 170W AC Adapter is the
perfect replacement or spare power
supply for your ThinkPad notebook.
Just plug it into an available outlet to
deliver immediate power to your
compatible ThinkPad laptop.

Also available in 500 GB (0A65619), 1 TB (0A65621),
2 TB (4XB0K83868) and 4 TB (4XB0M13789). PIN
protected and almost indestructable.

ThinkPad 180 GB M.2 SATA OPAL Solid State Drive
(4XB0H30209)
The ThinkPad 180 GB M.2 SATA OPAL Solid State
Drive is for ThinkPad X1 Carbon, with M.2
(22 mm x 80 mm x 73 mm) form factor, high-speed
with SATA 6.0 Gbps interfaces uniquely with your
X1 Carbon.

Lenovo 8 GB PC3-12800 DDR3L-1600 MHz SODIMM
Memory (0B47381)
Low-voltage version of SODIMM memory that let you
upgrade your system's standard memory capacity to
improve overall ThinkPad or ThinkCentre system
performance.
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For more Power options compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com

For more Memory & Storage options compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Tiny
Accessories

Tiny with a Punch
The ThinkCentre Tiny is everything that you need in a desktop tower
but in a much smaller size: durable, manageable, expandable, flexible
– do-able. Its small size, with the latest in Intel® Core™ processors and
up to 32 GB of memory with two drive bays, offers the performance
and expandability you need. Nothing Tiny about that.

Optional Selection of both Optical
Drive and I/O Expansion Box
Pick the optical drive of your choice from ThinkCentre Tiny DVD
Super Multi Drive Kit (read and write) and the ThinkCentre Tiny
DVD-ROM (read-only) Drive kit. These combined with ThinkCentre
Tiny I/O Expansion Box increase I/O ports and provide an efficient
and secure solution.

ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II (4XF0N03161)

The ThinkCentre Tiny VESA Mount II is a unique design
specific to house the Tiny PC. The VESA standard
enables this mount to attach to anything that is VESA
compatible for the utmost in mounting flexibility.
Use separately or combine with other options for
secure mounting.

ThinkCentre Tiny
VESA Mount II
(4XF0N03161)

ThinkCentre Tiny

+

ThinkCentre Tiny IV DVD Burner Kit (4XA0N06917)
ThinkCentre Tiny IV DVD Burner Box provides excellent
read/write capabilities using SATA interfaces for
speedy execution. You just need to insert this DVD Box
to the VESA Mount and then enjoy crisp, clear DVD
playback and reliable DVD recording.

ThinkCentre Tiny IV I/O Expansion Box
(4XH0N06919)

+
+

ThinkCentre Tiny IV
DVD Burner Kit
(4XA0N06917)

ThinkCentre Tiny IV
DVD ROM Kit
(4XA0N06918)

=

ThinkCentre Tiny IV
I/O Expansion Box
(4XH0N06919)

One-touch installation to the backside of the monitor

Utilizing the dead space present under the desk

Helps tool-less mounting of the ThinkCentre Tiny to the back of
the monitor with one-touch by combining VESA mount bracket
and Clamp Bracket mount.

Helps install the ThinkCentre Tiny under your desk to enable
more desktop and floor space while providing a secure
solution to protect your Tiny PC.

ThinkCentre
Tiny Clamp Bracket
Mounting Kit II
(4XF0N82412)

ThinkCentre Tiny IV Expansion Box can add more I/O
ports to your Tiny IV systems. This compact I/O box is
easy to connect, One simple plug in a USB connector
to your Tiny systems. One 90W Power adapter comes
with this I/O Expansion Box in the box.

ThinkCentre Tiny IV
I/O Expansion Eox
(4XH0N06919)

ThinkCentre Tiny under
Desk Mount Bracket
(0B47097)

ThinkCentre Tiny IV 1L Dust Shield (4XH0N04885)

Flexible setting up options and makes
effective use of existing monitor assets

ThinkCentre Tiny IV Dust Shield is the perfect
protector for your ThinkCentre Tiny IV systems,
preventing dust and keeping clean your Tiny-in-One.

Helps mount your ThinkCentre Tiny PC between monitor
and Extend Arm, enabling more desktop and floor space
while providing a secure solution to protect your Tiny PC.
ThinkCentre Tiny IV Vertical Stand (4XF0N03160)
The ThinkCentre Tiny IV Vertical stand can easily stand
vertically. Your Tiny system frees up valuable desktop
space. It is compatible with the ThinkCentre Tiny IV
Systems.
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ThinkCentre Tiny
Sandwich Kit II
(4XH0N04098)
ThinkCentre Tiny
VESA Mount II Bracket (0B47374)

For more Tiny Accessories compatible to your system, please refer to www.accsmartfind.lenovo.com
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Think Accessories

*For illustrative purpose.
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